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Ditch — 2007, oil on linen, 160 x 120 cm
Mother of Pearl — 2008, oil on linen, 90 x 70 cm
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Patiniott shows lavish reeds
and lush pastures
By Lucette ter Borg, art critic

This review was published in NRC newspaper on the solo show ‘Curiously Human’
at Stedelijk Museum Schiedam, 2010 **** four stars

The extent to which Patiniott has been influenced by the surrealists also becomes clear from
Mother of Pearls (2008). This bare painting shows a gaunt, headless lady in an evening gown
who trails her pearl necklace in her bowl of clam soup. The spectator keeps guessing at the
meaning. Do the pearls dissolve in the soup, returning to their shelly origin? Is Mother of
Pearls an allegory of pallid decadence? Or is it simply an opportunity to paint deliciously long
fingers and a neck which rises from the body like a chimney? Paintings like these demonstrate
Patiniott’s talent. This exhibition shows that the artist only needs to make a stricter selection,
then he’s well on his way.

Born in 1972, he is the progeny of absurdist writer Daniil Kharms – the avant-gardist driven
by fear, humour and marvellous creativity who starved in a St Petersburg prison in 1942. ‘Incidents’ was what Kharms called his poems, plays and miniature stories. They were incidents
that showed the overabundant madness of day-to-day life, a madness and a wealth that Stalin
wouldn’t tolerate. One such incident, for instance, was that of a man gorging himself on baked
beans, causing his own death and that of a whole chain of random people after him (in the
ten-line play Things that happened).
Amsterdam-born Micha Patiniott is a painter rather than a writer, and he paints just the kind
of incidents that Kharms thought up. His paintings are anecdotes recounting how strange life
is when you refuse to look at it the way most people do. When you place your head on your
shoulder, for instance.
Patiniott does this literally in the brilliant Loud Shirt (2007), in which a thin, effeminate man
hinges his head to one side and looks at the viewer with wide-open, sky-blue eyes. His eyes
and his shirt – a tangle of Indian water lilies that lead quite independent lives – are the high
points of Patiniott’s first museum exhibition in Schiedam.
Since his residency at the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam in 2006 and 2007, Patiniott has painted a surprisingly prolific body of work. More than fifty paintings and gouaches are on show at
the Stedelijk Museum Schiedam. Each one is a fantasy narrative, imaginative, quaint, leading
the viewer astray.
Some of the stories are a bit lacklustre, such as where Patiniott paints a knife with a blade split
like a harlequin’s hat, or a dog whose ears turn into the wings of an aircraft, or a man who
threads canvas-mounted frames around his wrists and neck like jewellery. ‘Quickies’ of this
kind mostly suggest a young and blithe artist. Anything that occurs to him, each association,
however self-evident, may result in a painting.
At other times, that free-flowing urge does not lead to ready-made stories, but to intriguing
images which refuse to give away their significance at a glance. Ditch (2007), for instance,
shows a sailboat in a narrow ditch cutting through a lush pasture. Everything is painted in a
still, realistic style except the sails: wind-tousled and extremely undulating, they lend a fairytale dynamic to the image.
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Loud Shirt — 2007, oil on canvas, 90 x 70 cm
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